We investigate the Ar + -Fe asymmetric charge transfer (ACT) reaction using a combination of plasma diagnostics methods and a kinetic model of the afterglow plasma, which allow monitoring of the temporal evolution of the densities of different species. The iron vapor is created inside a discharge cell by cathode sputtering; its density is measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy. The rate coefficient of the reaction is evaluated from the emission intensity decay of Fe + * lines pumped by the ACT process in the He-Ar-Fe and Ar-Fe afterglow plasmas. The measurements yield a rate coefficient k = 7.6(±3.0) × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 at T = 300 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge transfer reactions are well known to influence the chemistry and the ion kinetics in gaseous discharges. Such reactions can be symmetric (when gas ions react with the atoms or molecules of the parent gas) or asymmetric (when the reacting particles are of different types). In particular, reactions between ground state noble gas ions (A + ) and metal atoms (M) play an important role in many glow discharge applications, such as various hollow cathode lamps, 1, 2 analytical plasma sources, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] as well as different metal ion lasers (e.g., NeCu + , He-Ag + , He-Au + , He-Cu + , and He-Zn + ) (Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Despite their importance, our knowledge about the reaction rates of these processes is rather limited (due to difficulties associated with the creation of metal vapor of controlled density), compared to the reaction rates between gaseous species, which have thoroughly been investigated. [17] [18] [19] [20] Symmetric charge transfer processes are resonant reactions. Asymmetric processes are nonresonant, in most cases the levels of the collision partner lying E ∼ = 0.1-0.3 eV below the energy of the colliding ion are excited with the highest probability. 21 It has to be noted that in special cases, such as in the He + 2 + Ar charge transfer process (which is followed by dissociation) such a close energy match is not required.
During the asymmetric charge transfer (ACT) reactions of interest here, a ground state metal atom is ionized and excited in a single step,
Most of the earlier rate coefficient measurements of ACT reactions between noble gas ions and metal atoms were carried out with volatile metals, such as Hg, Pb, Cd, Zn, or Tl. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] There are very few rate coefficient and cross-section data available for other elements, that are difficult to evaporate, e.g., Cu, Fe, Ti, Ni, and Mo. For the Ne-Cu + system, a) Electronic mail: Ihor.Korolov@gmail.com.
data have been published 27 for thermal energies (∼2000 K). Cross sections for the interaction of Xe + ions and various metals have been determined for a wide range of ion energies 1 eV ≤ ε ≤ 5000 eV. 28 To our best knowledge, there are no experimental cross section or rate coefficient data available for ACT reactions between Ar + ions and metal atoms at thermal energies, which are of high importance in many glow discharge applications. 8, 9 In this paper we report our experimental investigation of the ACT process between argon ions and iron atoms and the determination of its rate coefficient. There are several levels of Fe + * that can be populated by ACT with Ar + ions; therefore, the reaction is expected to be fast. Evidence for the ACT reaction between these species has been given by other authors, see Refs. 29-33; however, the rate coefficient of the reaction has not been measured yet to our best knowledge. As to theoretical efforts, the semiclassical calculations of ACT rate coefficients between Ar + ions and different metal atoms by Bogaerts et al. 34 have to be mentioned. Their typical calculated rate coefficients are in the range of k = 10 −10 −10 −8 cm 3 s −1 ; for iron, a value of 13.76 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 has been given. Here, our aim is to determine this rate coefficient experimentally. In Sec. II we describe the experimental apparatus and the plasma diagnostics methods (Langmuir probe measurements, emission and absorption spectroscopy) as well as the principle of the determination of the ACT rate coefficient measurement. In Sec. III we present and discuss the experimental data, while Sec. IV gives a concise summary of the work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The rate coefficient of the ACT reaction between argon ions and iron atoms is measured in a stationary afterglow experiment. The metal (Fe) vapor is generated by means of cathode sputtering in a pulsed glow discharge operated either in the He-Ar mixture or in pure Ar buffer gas. The measurement of the decay rate of the Ar + ion density (monitored by the intensity of Fe-II lines excited by ACT) during the afterglow period at different metal atom concentrations allows the evaluation of the ACT rate coefficient.
A. Discharge cell and vacuum system
The discharge cell (see Fig. 1 )-situated inside a vacuum chamber-consists of two plane cathodes (PCs) and two hollow cathodes (HCs), which are used to create the plasma and the metal vapor with densities in a wide range. Only the set of PCs is used in the experiments presented in this paper. The cathodes are made of pure (>99.8%) iron; their active area is 50 mm (length) × 5 mm (width). The inner diameter and the length of the anode cavity are 15 and 70 mm, respectively. The discharges are operated in a pulsed regime, with a typical pulse duration of 1-2 ms. During the measurements the temperature of the cell is monitored using a K-type thermocouple installed inside the anode body.
The vacuum system is sketched in Fig. 2 . The working pressure (1-20 mbar) is monitored by a capacitance pressure gauge. Because of the high purity requirements, prior to the measurements, the discharge chamber and the gas tubing are heated, while pumping, above 480 K to evaporate volatile impurities from the walls. Before the experiments the main chamber is evacuated below 5 × 10 −9 mbar by a turbomolec-
The vacuum system of the apparatus. ular pump. The experiments are performed using 6.0 purity argon and helium gases (further purified using liquid nitrogen traps and a VICI R P100-2 purifier) with a slow gas flow, up to 30 sccm, measured and controlled by flow meters/controllers. The effect of impurities and the estimation of the cleanliness level of the system are discussed in Sec. II D 3.
B. Langmuir probe measurements
In our experiments Langmuir probe measurements [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] are carried out to gain a better understanding of the plasma processes during the afterglow period: (i) to validate the results of the kinetic model (Sec. II D 1), (ii) to test the gas purity in the discharge cell (Sec. II D 3), and (iii) to get information on the electron temperature of the decaying plasma.
The Langmuir probe (made of a 20 μm W wire with a length of 2.5 mm) is situated at a fixed position inside the discharge cell (see Fig. 1 ). The probe support consists of two coaxial glass tubes with the diameter of the outer one being ∼0.6 mm. To avoid the formation of an electrical contact between the probe and the metal layer deposited onto the outer support surface, the inner glass tube is made 1 mm shorter as compared to the outer one (see also Ref. 35) . During the measurements the probe surface is periodically cleaned by ion bombardment applying a negative bias voltage of ∼80 V during the discharge pulses (with a typical cleaning current of 1-3 mA). An example of a measured time-resolved probe characteristic is shown in Fig. 3 for a discharge (with 9 mA current and 1.8 ms pulse length) and subsequent afterglow period in the He-2%Ar mixture.
The electron density at a given time is obtained from the electron current part of the probe characteristic in the acceleration region using the "I -squared" method. 36 An example of the calculated electron density decay is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 . The electron temperature T e and the electron energy distribution function are determined from the second derivative of the characteristic.
C. Fe density measurements
The density of sputtered iron atoms inside the cell is determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy. An iron-neon hollow cathode lamp (type: L233-26NU) is used as a light source. For detection we use an Acton VM-502 monochromator (20 cm focal length, 1200 grooves/mm grating providing a resolution of 0.08 nm at a slit width of 20 μm) equipped with a Hamamatsu (H7732P-11) photomultiplier tube of which the signal is recorded in a time-resolved photon counting mode by an AMETEK multi channel scaler pci-card (see Fig. 1 ). During the experiments the emission intensity of the Fe-I 372.0 nm line passing through the discharge cell is measured with (I ) and without (I 0 ) iron vapor present inside the cell. The absorbance is calculated as A = ln(I 0 /I ). We have found that for lamp currents below 8 mA the absorbance does not depend on the lamp current. To avoid self-absorption 40 and to optimize the emission line profile, the current of the lamp is set to 5 mA. The expected temperature of the metal vapor inside the HC lamp is 350 ± 50 K. 41 The highest absorbance observed during the measurements was 0.25, which is within the validity of the Lambert-Beer law. 40 To obtain accurate temporal profiles of the absorption and emission signals, averaging was carried out for 1000-7000 pulses, depending on the intensity of the signals.
The iron density N is calculated using the following equation:
where ν D is the Doppler width of the absorption line (taken to be 1.44 × 10 9 Hz), l = 0.05 m is the effective path length, ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and m e and c are the electron mass and the speed of light, respectively. The oscillator strength f = 0.0411 is taken from Refs. 43 and 44. The lineprofile factor expresses the departure of the measured absorbance from the idealized case of an unsplit pure Doppler broadened absorption line and a monochromatic emission line. 42 This factor is calculated from the measured hyperfine structure of the Fe-I 372.0 nm resonance line 45 and is found to be ≈1.
The accuracy of the derived ACT rate coefficient is mainly determined by the uncertainty of the absorption measurement. This latter originates from several sources: (i) pressure and Stark broadening effects not taken into account (estimated to introduce an error of <5%), (ii) lowlying metastable states of Fe contributing to the asymmetric charge transfer but not detected in the atomic absorption measurement [at our relatively high pressure conditions this is expected to introduce an error of not more than 5% (Ref. 46) ] as well as (iii) uncertainties in some of the physical parameters (e.g., oscillator strength and Doppler width) used in Eq. (2) . We expect the total error of the metal density measurements to be approximately 25%-30%.
Typical time-dependent decays of the measured iron density during the afterglow period of the pulsed discharges (in He-2%Ar mixture, at a pressure of 1500 Pa) are plotted in Fig. 4 for three different discharge currents. 
D. Plasma formation and rate coefficient measurements
In the present experiments Ar + ions are produced inside the discharge cell by running discharges under two different plasma conditions: (i) in a He-2%Ar buffer gas mixture and (ii) in pure Ar gas. In the following we describe these two different types of discharges, introduce a kinetic model to follow the time-evolution of the densities of plasma species, discuss the way of the determination of the ACT reaction rate coefficient, and address the effect of impurities.
Discharges in He-Ar mixtures
During the active discharge in He-Ar buffer gas mixtures, mainly He + ions and He m metastable atoms are formed. During the afterglow, due to the relatively high buffer gas pressure (1400-1800 Pa), the He + ions are first converted to He + 2 ions (via three body association processes). Next, an Ar + dominated plasma is formed in a sequence of ion molecule reactions, including ACT reactions of He + 2 ions with Ar atoms and Penning ionization collisions of Ar atoms with He m metastable atoms. Such an afterglow plasma becomes thermal, 36, 39 T ion ≈ T e ≈ T gas ≈ 300 K (proved also by Langmuir probe and the thermocouple measurements) approximately 0.5 ms after switching the discharge off. The fast thermalization is mostly related to the fact that He m metastables are converted to Ar ions, which hinder them to produce fast electrons in metastable-metastable collisions. This is the main advantage of using the He-Ar mixture.
To gain a better understanding of the details of plasma processes inside the cell and to optimize the experiments, a numerical kinetic model of the afterglow period has been developed. An example of calculated plasma evolution of the discharge afterglow is shown in Fig. 5 . The ion and metastable reactions taken into account in this model are given in Table I . The diffusion coefficients of the ions were calculated using measured reduced zero-field mobilities in helium and argon. 47 T g = 300 K p = 1700 P a FIG. 5. Time evolution of the densities of different plasma species during the afterglow in the discharge cell calculated with the kinetic model in the He1%Ar mixture. The iron atom density is taken to be constant and the ACT reaction rate is assumed to be k = 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . Note the rapid decay of the density of all helium species.
Once the formation of Ar + ions is completed (at about 0.5 ms in Fig. 5 ), the balance equation for their density, [Ar + ], can be written in the following form:
where the first term on the right hand side represents the ACT reaction between Ar + ions and Fe atoms with a rate coefficient k, the second term is the ambipolar diffusion to the wall with a diffusion constant D and a characteristic diffusion length . Assuming a constant iron number density [Fe]-which is a reasonable approximation for short (≤ 1 ms) time segments-the solution of Eq. (3) can be written as
where 
Discharges in pure Ar
In the case of pure argon discharges one has to be aware that argon metastable atoms, which are not destroyed rapidly during the afterglow, can serve as an additional source of Ar ions and fast electrons via Ar m + Ar m collisions. As a consequence, Eq. (4) becomes invalid, and the plasma is not thermalized rapidly after switching the discharge off. Moreover, at high pressures argon ions can be converted to Ar m metastables, and the slowly cooling electron temperature T e (t) on the Ar + decay is negligible during the very first few milliseconds period of the afterglow. Thus, in contrast to the He-Ar plasma (where it takes about 0.5 ms to form the Ar + dominated afterglow), the evaluation of k in pure argon discharges has to be carried out in the very early afterglow. Apart from this peculiarity, the data evaluation proceeds in the same way as described for He-Ar discharges.
Effect of impurities
In our afterglow plasma the decay of the ion and electron density is caused mainly by ambipolar diffusion and by reactions with impurities followed by fast recombination. 57 This way impurities influence the density of argon ions via an additional loss channel. Under quasineutral conditions the level of impurities can be estimated by measuring the decay time of the electron density by the Langmuir probe. In He-2%Ar mixture at p = 1500 Pa and T = 300 K, in the Ar + dominated afterglow plasma of a low current (∼4 mA) pulsed discharge, we typically obtained a purity level below 0.8 ppm (parts per million). As long as the level of impurities is kept so low and constant during the experiments, the reactions of argon ions with impurities add only a small constant to the right hand side of Eq. (5), which does not affect the value of k determined by the evaluation procedure described above. To ensure that the measurements are carried out under proper conditions, purity tests relying on the Langmuir probe electron density measurements in Ar + -dominated afterglow plasmas are always performed at the beginning and at the end of the measurements.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Iron ions have several excited states with energies right below the energy of ground state Ar + ions (within 1 eV), which are thus suitable for ACT reaction. There are numerous Fe-II transitions 29, 30 (e.g., 249.1, 275.7, 247.8, and 275.3 nm) originating from these levels, which are efficiently excited by the ACT reaction. Assuming that the ACT reaction strongly dominates over other (e.g., electron impact) excitation channels of these transitions and that the emission lifetimes are much shorter than the characteristic decay of the afterglow plasma, the intensities of all these ACT-excited lines are proportional to the Fe atom and Ar + ion number densities during the afterglow. It follows that all the ACT-excited lines have the same relative decay in the afterglow, as it was indeed confirmed by our measurements at identical discharge conditions (pressure, current, etc.).
Examples of the measured 249.1 nm line intensities in the He-2%Ar and Ar afterglow plasmas are shown in Fig. 6 . The fast decay of the ACT-excited line in the He-2%Ar mixture within ≤0.5 ms after switching the discharge off is (i) due to plasma relaxation (electron and ion temperature), not included in our kinetic model and (ii) due to the possible pumping of Fe + * levels by He + , He m , and He + 2 ions, which quickly disappear (see Fig. 5 ). In the case of the pure Ar plasma, the fast decay is not observed. The hatched rectangles in Fig. 6 represent the time intervals during which the characteristic decay time of Ar + ions is determined. Both, the intensity measurements of ACT-excited lines, I CT (t), and the detection of the Fe atomic absorbance A(t) are synchronized with the discharge pulses. Thus, the time evolution of the relative Ar + ion density during the afterglow is readily obtained from the ratio of I CT (t)/A(t). In principle, the Ar + ion density decay obeys the exponential form of Eq. (4) only when there is a constant metal density present in the cell. Although the iron density gradually decreases during the afterglow, within a relatively short time interval (typically 0.5-1 ms, see Fig. 6 ) used for fitting the Ar + ion density decay, it does not vary more than ±10%-15%. Thus, during this short period of time [Fe] is approximated by a constant (average) value and the Ar + ion density decay is fitted by a single exponential function. During the course of measurements the discharge current, I pc , is set to different values (ranging from 5 to 30 mA), which results in different metal atom densities. The frequency and the width of the discharge pulses are set in a way that the temperature of the discharge cell is kept nearly constant (300 ± 3 K) for the different discharge current values.
The measured dependence of the characteristic decay time of Ar + ions on the iron atom density is shown in Fig. 7 for discharges in the He-2%Ar mixture (1500 Pa) and in pure Ar buffer gas (220 Pa). The different data sets in this figure represent results taken on different days-confirming a good reproducibility of the measurements. It is evident that the data points of 1/τ versus metal density give a straight line, for both He-2%Ar and Ar buffer gases, with the same slope of
which is the rate coefficient of the ACT reaction [see Eq. (5)]. The vertical shift of the two fitted lines originates from the different speed of diffusion of Ar + ions in He-Ar and Ar buffer gases. The fact that these lines are parallel (within the limits of accuracy) adds confidence to the measured reaction rate value. As already mentioned earlier, the estimated error of 35%-40% in the ACT rate is mainly due to the uncertainties in the iron number density determination inside the cell.
Based on the above results, we conclude that the ACT reaction between Ar + ions and Fe atoms plays an important role in the ionization of iron atoms in Ar-Fe discharges. For instance, the rate coefficient calculated by Bogaerts et al. 34 for Penning ionization of Fe atoms by Ar m metastables is 2.3 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 , which is more than 1 order of magnitude lower than the measured rate for the ACT reaction. Bogaerts et al. 34 have also calculated ACT rate coefficients: for the Ar-Fe system they gave a value of the rate coefficient (13.76 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ), which is about a factor of 2 higher than our measured value. However, when calculating the relative sensitivity factors in glow discharge spectroscopy they have used a four times lower rate coefficient value (3.44 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) to get a reasonable agreement with the experiments.
IV. SUMMARY
We have developed an experimental apparatus to investigate the asymmetric charge transfer reaction between Ar + ions and Fe atoms. The combination of different plasma diagnostics methods (emission and absorption spectroscopy as well as Langmuir probe measurements) with a kinetic model of the plasma processes made it possible to determine the rate coefficient of the asymmetric charge transfer process between Ar + ions and Fe atoms. The measurements were carried out in the afterglow of pulsed, plane cathode sputtering discharges in Ar and He-Ar mixtures at pressures of 220 and 1500 Pa, respectively. The value of the ACT rate coefficient was determined to be 7.6(±3.0) × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 at T = 300 K. The experimental apparatus and the analysis techniques developed and presented here are planned to be used for further studies of the ACT reactions between other elements.
